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Abstract: Zhang introduced the concept of Bipolar fuzzy Graph as a generalization of fuzzy sets. Bipolar fuzzy sets have shown 
advantage in solving decision making problem than fuzzy sets. In this paper we introduce the concept of triple connected 
domination in bipolar fuzzy graph properties of triple connected domination number for some standard bipolar fuzzy graphs 
with an example. Nowadays, bipolar fuzzy theory received much attention and has fruitful application in many fields. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Bipolar fuzzy sets are the generalization of fuzzy sets. The notion of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [16] as a way of 
representing uncertainty and vagueness. As a generalization of fuzzy sets, Zhang [15] introduced the concept of bipolar fuzzy sets. 
A bipolar fuzzy set has a pair of positive and negative membership values range is [-1,1]. In a bipolar fuzzy set, the membership 
degree of an element is 0 means that the element is irrelevant to the corresponding property, the membership degree (0, 1] of an 
element indicates that the element somewhat satisfies the property, and the membership degree [-1, 0) of an element indicates that 
the element somewhat satisfies the implicit counter-property. In many domains, it is important to be able to deal with bipolar 
information. It is noted that positive information represents what is granted to be possible, while negative information represents 
what is considered to be impossible. This domain has recently motivated new research in several directions. In particular, fuzzy and 
probabilistic formalisms for bipolar information have been proposed in [6] because when we deal with spatial information in image 
processing or in spatial reasoning applications, this bipolarity also occurs. 
In 1975, Rosenfeld [11] introduced the concept of fuzzy graphs. The fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets were also considered by 
Rosenfeld and he developed the structure of fuzzy graphs. Bhutani and Rosenfeld introduced the concept of M-strong fuzzy graphs 
in [5] and studied some of their properties. Many literatures and books are found in fuzzy graph theory and it has applications in 
many domains like engineering, statistics, graph theory, artificial intelligence, signal processing etc. (see [9,10,11] and references 
therein). Recently, bipolar fuzzy sets have received much attention to the authors. As a generalization of fuzzy set theory, bipolar 
fuzzy set theory gives more precision, flexibility and compatibility to the system as compared to the classical and fuzzy models. 
Akram[2] introduced the notion of bipolar fuzzy graphs and describing various methods of their construction, the concept of 
isomorphism of these graphs, and investigate some of their important properties. Further, he introduced the notion of strong bipolar 
fuzzy graphs and studied some of their properties and discussed some propositions of self-complementary and self-weak 
complementary strong bipolar fuzzy graphs. Additionally, Akram and Dudek[3]. The complement and isomorphism on bipolar 
fuzzy graphs are established by Rashmanlou[13] studied regular bipolar fuzzy graphs, and Akram [4] also discussed bipolar fuzzy 
graphs with applications. Moreover, [7] discussed the product of bipolar fuzzy graphs and their degree. In 2013, Akram et al. 
introduces the domination in bipolar fuzzy graphs. Here we introduce concept of triple connected domination in bipolar fuzzy graph 
properties of triple connected domination number for some standard bipolar fuzzy graphs in the main section 3. Section 2 has some 
preliminary definitions and results needed for proving the main result. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Definition 2.1 
A fuzzy subset 휇 on a set X is a map 휇:푋 → [0,1]. Let X and Y be two sets and let 휇 and v be fuzzy subsets of X and Y respectively. 
Then a fuzzy relation 휌 from the fuzzy subset 휇 into the fuzzy subset v is a fuzzy subset 휌 of X × Y such that 휌:푋×푌 such that 
휌(푥,푦) ≤ 푚푖푛 (휇(푥),휇(푦)) for all x 휖푋 and y 휖 푌.When Y=X and 휇 is a fuzzy subset of X, a map ρ : X×X →[0,1] is called a fuzzy 
relation on 휇 if휌(푥, 푦) ≤ 푚푖푛 휇(푥),휇(푦)  for all x,y휖푋. Fuzzy relation ρ is called symmetric if  휌(푥,푦) = 휌(푦, 푥) for all x,푦 휖푋. 
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B. Definition 2.2  
A graph G is said to be triple connected if any three vertices lie on a path in G. 
 
C. Definition 2.3  
Let X be a non empty set. A bipolar fuzzy set M in X an object having the form M ={(x, 휇 (x), 휇 (x)/x휖푋} where, 휇 (x):X→
[0,1]And,휇 (x):X→ [−1,0] are mappings. 
 
D. Definition 2.4  
Let A=(휇 ,휇 ) and B=(휇 ,휇 ) be a Bipolar fuzzy set X. then A=(휇 ,휇 ) is called a bipolar relation on B=(휇 ,휇 ) if 휇 (푥, 푦) ≤
min 휇 (푥), 휇 (푦)  and 휇 (푥,푦) ≥ max 휇 (푥),휇 (푦)  for all x,y휖푋. 

E. Definition 2.5 
A bipolar fuzzy graph (BFG) is of the form G= (V,E) where (i) V={푣 ,푣 , … . . 푣 } such that  휇 :X→ [0,1] and휇 :푋 → [−1,0] such 
that,  휇 푣 ,푣 ≤ min 휇 (푣 ),휇 푣  and 휇 푣 ,푣 ≥ max 휇 (푣 ),휇 푣  for all (푣 푣 )휖퐸. 

1) Example.2.1: (푣 = (0.6,−0.5)), (푣 = (0.7,−0.5)),(푣 =(0.5,-0.8)),(푣 = (0.5,−0.5)) and (푣 ,푣 = (0.6,−0.4)), (푣 ,푣 =
(0.5,−0.4)), (푣 ,푣 = (0.1,−0.6)),(푣 ,푣 = (0.4,−0.5)), (푣 ,푣 = (0.5,−0.5)). 
 

F. Definition 2.6  
A path in a bipolar fuzzy graph G is a sequence of vertices and edges 푣 푒 ,푣 푒 ,…,푣  such that either one of the following 
conditions is satisfied.  

1)  휇 푣 ,푣 >0 and 휇 푣 ,푣 =0 for some 푣 ,푣 . 
2)  휇 푣 ,푣 =0 and 휇 푣 ,푣 <0 for some 푣 ,푣 . 
3)  휇 푣 ,푣 >0 and 휇 푣 ,푣 <0 for some 푣 ,푣 . 

 
G. Definition 2.7  
A bipolar fuzzy graph G= (V,E) is connected if any two vertices are joined by a path. Then 휇  is strength of path P, if  푣 ,푣 … .푣  
is defined as min(휇 푣 ,푣 ) for all i, j  and is denoted by S휇 . Thus 휇  is strength of path P, if  푣 ,푣 … .푣  is defined as 
max(휇 푣 ,푣 ) for all i, j  and is denoted by S휇 . If the same possesses both  휇  is strength and 휇  is strength value, then it is the 
strength of a path P. The strength of a path is (휇 푣 ,푣 ,휇 푣 ,푣 = S휇 , S휇 ) 

H. Definition 2.8 
Let G be a bipolar fuzzy graph. The 휇  strength of the path connecting two vertices 푣 ,푣  is defined as max(푠 ) and is denoted by 
(휇 (푣 ,푣 ))  .The strength of the path connecting any two vertices  푣 ,푣 is defined min(푆_ ) and is denoted by (휇 (푣 ,푣 )) .If the 
same possesses of the strongest path P and it is denoted by 푆 = ((휇 푣 ,푣 ) ,(휇 (푣 ,푣 )) ). For all i,j=12….n. 

I. Definition 2.9  
An edge (u,v) is said to be strong edge in BFG,G=(V,E) if (휇 )(푢, 푣) ≥(휇 (푢,푣))  and  (휇 )(푢,푣) ≤(휇 (푢, 푣))  where if  
( 휇 (푢, 푣)) =max{ 휇 ) (푢,푣)/푘 = 1,2,3,4,..n} and ( 휇 (푢, 푣)) =min { 휇 ) (푢, 푣)/푘 = 1,2,3,4,...,n}( 휇 ) (푢, 푣) =
푠푢푝 {휇 (푢, 푣 )˄휇 (푣 ,푣 ) …˄휇 (푣 ,푣)/ (푢 ,푣 , … 푣 휖푉 )} and (휇 ) (푢, 푣) = 푖푛푓 {휇 (푢,푣 )˅휇 (푣 ,푣 ) … ˅휇 (푣 ,푣)/
 (푢 ,푣 , …푣 휖푉)}. 

J. Definition 2.10  
A vertex u휖 푉of a  BFG G=(V,E)  is said to be isolated vertex if 휇 (푢, 푣)=0 and 휇 (푢,푣)=0 for all u휖 푉,u ≠v. That is N(u)=∅.Thus 
on isolated vertex does not dominated any other vertex of G. 

K. Definition 2.11  
Let G = (V, E) be a BFG on V. Let u, v 휖푉. We say that u dominates v in G if there exists a strong edge between them. 

a) For any u, v휖 푉 if u dominates v then v dominates u and hence domination is symmetric relation on V. 
b) For any v 휖 푉, N(u) is precisely the set of all vertices in  V which are dominated by v. 
c) If 휇 (푢, 푣) < 휇 (푢, 푣)  and  휇 (푢, 푣) > 휇 (푢, 푣)  for all u, v 휖푉 then the dominating set of G is V. 
d)  
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L. Definition 2.12  
A subset S of V is called a dominating set in G if for every v휖 푣 − 푠 there exists u휖푆such that u dominates v. 

M. Definition2.13  
A dominating set S of a BFG is said to be minimal dominating set if no proper subsets of S is a dominating set. 

N. Definition 2.14  
Minimum cardinality among all minimal domination set is called lower domination number of G and is denoted by 푑 (퐺), 

1) Example 2.2 Consider a BFG, G = (V, E), such that     
V= { 푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 },  E= { (푣 ,푣 ) , (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ) , 푣 = (0.2,−06),푣 = (0.4,−0.3), 푣 =
(0.3,−0.4),푣 = (0.1,−0.7), 푣 = (0.5,−0.5) (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ) }; (푣 ,푣 )=(0.2,-0.3), (푣 푣 )=(0.2,-0.2), (푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.4), 
(푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.4), (푣 푣 )=(0.2,-0.4), (푣 푣 )=(0.0,-0.3), (푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.2). By example {{푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 }, {푣 ,푣 },{푣 ,푣 ,푣 }} 
are dominating sets ,{푣 ,푣 } is a not a dominating set,{푣 ,푣 },{푣 ,푣 },{푣 ,푣 }, {푣 ,푣 ,푣 } are a minimal dominating 
sets , {푣 ,푣 } has minimum cardinality among all minimal dominating sets and 푑 (퐺) = 0.5 ,{푣 ,푣 ,푣 } has maximum 
cardinality among all minimal dominating sets and  퐷 (퐺) = 1.5. 

O. Definition 2.15  
A bipolar fuzzy graph G is said to be triple connected if any three vertices lie on a path in G. 
1) Example 2.3: All path, cycles, complete graphs some standard example of triple connected graph. 
2) Remark: 2.1: Clearly, every triple connected graph is a connected graph. 

 
P. Definition 2.16 A dominating set S of a connected graph G is said to be connected dominating set of G if the induced subgraph 

<S> is connected. 

III.  MAIN RESULT 
A. Triple Connected Domination Number In Bipolar Fuzzy Graph 
1) Definition 3.1.1: A subset S of V is said to be triple connected dominating set, if S is a dominating set and the induced subgraph 

<S> is triple connected, minimum cardinality set is denoted by 훾 (퐺). 
2) Example 3.1.1: By above example 2.2 triple connected dominating sets 푆 = {푣 ,푣 ,푣 , 푆 = {푣 ,푣 ,푣 }. Therefore 푆  has 

minimum cardinality among all dominating sets. 훾 (푆 )=0.95 
3) Observation 3.1.1 : Triple connected Bipolar fuzzy graph dominating set (BFtcd) does not exists for all graph and if exists, then 

퐵 (G)≥ 3. 
4) Observation 3.1.2 : The complement of the BFG triple connected dominating set need not be BFG Triple connected dominating 

set. 
5) Example: 3.1.2: Consider a BFG, G = (V,E) such that    V={푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 }, 

E={(푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 )},푣 = (0.7,−0.4), 푣 =(0.2,0.3), 푣 = (0.2,−0.5), 푣 =
(0.4,−0.7),푣 = (0.5,−0.4),푣 = (0.6,−0.9){푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.3),푣 푣 =(0.2,0.3),푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.5),푣 푣  4.3 =
(0.2,−0.3),푣 푣 = (0.5,−0.4),푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.3)} by example  퐷 = {푣 ,푣 ,푣 }⃓퐷 ⃓= 0.5+0.4+0.35 =1.3, 퐷 =
{푣 ,푣 ,푣 } form a BFG Triple connected but the complement V-S ={푣 ,푣 ,푣 } not a BFG triple connected. 

6) Observation 3.1.3.: Every BFG triple connected dominating set is a dominating set but not conversely. 
7) Observation 3.1.4.: If the induced subgraph of each connected BFG dominating set of G has more than two pendant vertices, 

then G does not contain BFG triple connected. 
8) Example: 3.1.3: Consider a BFG, G = (V,E) such that V={푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 }, 

E={(푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 푣 )} 
푣 = (0.7,−0.4),푣 =(0.1,-0.3), 푣 = (0.2,−0.5), 푣 = (0.4,−0.7),푣 = (0.2,−0.3),푣 = (0.4,−0.7) {푣 푣 =
(0.1,−0.3),푣 푣 =(0.2,0.3),푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.5),푣 푣 = (0.2,−0.3),푣 푣 = (0.5,−0.4), 푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.4),푣 푣 =
(0.5,−0.4)} for the graph S={푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 } minimum connected BFG dominating set 훾 (퐺)=5. Here we notice that the 
induced subgraph of S has three pendant vertices and hence G is does not contain BFG triple connected dominating set. 

9) Observation 3.1.5.  If a spanning subgraph H of a graph G has a BFG triple connected dominating set then G also has a triple 
connected dominating set. 
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10) Example 3.1.4:  Consider a BFG, G = (V,E) ,such that 퐺 = (V={푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 }, 
E={(푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 푣 ), (푣 푣 ), (푣 푣 )} 푣 = (0.2,−0.4), 
푣 =(0.3,-0.4), 푣 = (0.8,−0.3) , 푣 = (0.3,−0.6), 푣 = (0.4,−0.7), 푣 = (0.7,−0.8) , 푣 = (0.5,−0.3)  { 푣 푣 =
(0.1,−0.1),푣 푣 =(0.3,0.4), 푣 푣 = (0.3,−0.5),푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.5), 푣 푣 = (0.3,−0.5), 푣 푣 = (0.4,−0.2),푣 푣 =
(0.2,−0.2) ,푣 푣 = (0.4,−0.5),푣 푣 = (0.2,−0.4) } 퐺 = ( V={ 푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 , 푣 }, 
E={(푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 푣 ), (푣 푣 ), (푣 푣 )} 푣 = (0.2,−0.4),푣 =(0.3,-0.4),푣 = (0.8,−0.3) ,푣 =
(0.3,−0.6),푣 = (0.4,−0.7),푣 = (0.7,−0.8) , 푣 = (0.5,−0.3)  { 푣 푣 = (0.1,−0.1), 푣 푣 =(0.3,0.4) , 푣 푣 =
(0.1,−0.5),푣 푣 = (0.3,−0.5),푣 푣 = (0.4,−0.2),푣 푣 = (0.2,−0.2) ,푣 푣 = (0.4,−0.5), 푣 푣 = (0.2,−0.4) }) spanning 
subgraph of 퐺 . BFG Dominating set푆 = {푣 ,푣 },푆 = {푣 ,푣 },푆 = {푣 ,푣 ,푣 } so BFG triple connected dominating set 퐷 =
{푣 ,푣 ,푣 }. 

11) Remark 3.1.1:  Some exact value for some standard strong bipolar fuzzy graph. 
1) For any bipolar fuzzy graph path of order p≥ 3 

  훾 푝 = 3, 푝 < 5
푝 − 2, 푝 ≥ 5 

2) For any bipolar fuzzy cycle of order p≥ 3, 

훾 푐 = 3, 푝 < 5
푝 − 2, 푝 ≥ 5 

3) For any complete bipolar fuzzy graph of order p≥ 3, 
훾 푘 = 3. 
12) Theorem 3.1.1 :  If G has a cut vertex v such that ω(G− v) ≥ 3 then G is not BFG triple connected. 
Proof: Let v be a cut vertex of G such that ω(G− v) ≥ 3. Let G , G , G  be any three components of G-v. let x ϵ V(G ) , 
yϵV(G ), zϵV(G ),then any path connecting two vertices of x, y and z must pass through v and  hence an two such path have at least 
two vertices in common. [By observation three vertices u, v and w lie on a path if and only if p is the union  of two path, with 
exactly one common vertex.] therefore x, y and z do not lie on a path. Hence BFG is not triple connected.  
13) Theorem 3.1.2 : A tree T is triple connected if and only if T ≅ P , n ≥ 2. 
Proof: Let T be a tree. Assume that T is BFG triple connected.  Suppose T ≅ P , n ≥ 2.,then three exists a vertex v such that d(v)≥
3,clearly v is a cut vertex of T and ω(T − v) ≥ 3.hence by above theorem T is not triple connected, which is a contradiction. Thus T 
≅ P , n ≥ 2, converse is obvious. 
14) Theorem 3.1.3:  For any connected BFG graph G with p vertices, γ (G)=p-1 if and only if G ≅ P , C , K , K , , K −

{e}, C (P ). 
Proof: Suppose 퐺 ≅ 푃 ,퐶 ,퐾 ,퐾 , ,퐾 − {푒},퐶 (푃 ). Then 훾 (퐺)= p-1 = 3. 
Conversely, let G be a connected graph with p vertices such that 훾 (퐺)=p-1, let S = {푢 ,푢 , … . .푢 }be a 훾 (퐺) set of G. 
Let x be in V-S. Since S is a dominating set, there exists a vertex 푣  in S such that 푣  adjacent to x. If p≥ 5 by taking the 
vertex 푣 , we can construct a triple connected dominating set S with fewer element then p-1 which is a contradiction. Hence p≤
5, since 훾 (퐺)=p-1 by observation (for any connected BFG with p vertices. 훾 (퐺)=p-1 if and only if G≅ 푃  표푟 퐶 ) we 
have p=4, let S = {푣 ,푣 ,푣 } and V-S = {푣 }. Since S is a 훾  set of G. 
Case-(i) <S> = 푃 = 푣 ,푣 ,푣  since G is connected, 푣  is adjacent to 푣 (표푟 푣 ) or 푣  is adjacent to 푣 hence G≅ 푃  
Case-(ii) <S>=퐶 = 푣 푣 푣 푣 . S. Since G is connected,푣  is adjacent to 푣  (or 푣 표푟 푣 ). Hence G≅ 퐶 (푃 )now by adding 
edges to 푃 ,퐾 , or퐶 (푃 ) without affecting 훾 (퐺).푊e have G≅ 퐶 ,퐾 − {푒},퐾 . 

B. Neighborhood Domination Number Of A Bipolar Fuzzy Graph 
1) Definition:3.2.1 : A subset S of V of a non trivial BFG graph G is said to be neighbourhood triple connected domination set if  

S is a domination set and the induced sub graph <N(S)> is triple connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all the 
neighbourhood triple connected domination sets is called neighbourhood triple connected domination number and it is denoted 
by 훾 (G). 

2) Definition 3.2.2 : Let u be a vertex in a BFG G= (V,E) then N(u)={v/u휖푉 푎푛푑 (푢, 푣) is a strong edge in G} is called 
neighbourhood of u in G. 

3) Example 3.2.1 : For example neighbourhood triple connected domination in BFG. 
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Consider a BFG, G = (V,E) ,such that V={푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 ,푣 }, 
E={(푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ),(푣 ,푣 ), (푣 ,푣 ), (푣 푣 )};푣 = (0.6,−0.6),푣 =(0.4,0.6),푣 = (0.9,−0. ),푣 =
(0.8,−0.2),푣 = (0.7,−0.7),푣 = (0.1,−0.8 (푣 ,푣 )=(0.3,-0.5),(푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.4),(푣 푣 )=(0.6,-0.2),(푣 푣 )=(0.2,-
0.1),(푣 푣 )=(0.5,-0.5),(푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.6),(푣 푣 )=(0.1,-0.5),(푣 푣 = (0.08,−0.5)).푆 = {푣 푣 },푆 = {푣 ,푣 }푆  is the minimum 
neighbourhood triple connected domination set. and 훾 (퐺)=0.95 . <N(S)>= (푣 푣 푣 푣 ) 

4) Observation 3.2.1: Neighbourhood triple connected dominating set does not exists for all bipolar fuzzy graphs. 
5) Remark 3.2.1.: Throughout this section, we consider only connected BFG for which neighbourhood triple connected 

domination set exists. 
6) Observation 3.2.2: The complement of a neighbourhood triple connected domination set S need not be a neighbourhood triple 

connected domination set. 
7) Observation 3.2.3 : Every neighborhood triple connected domination set is a domination set but not conversely. 
8) Remark 3.2.2.: The neighborhood triple connected domination number of BFG, 
a) For a complete graph, p≥ 4 , 훾 (퐾 )=1. 
b) The For a complete bipartite graph m, n≥ 4 and 푚 + 푛 = 푝, 훾 (퐾 , )=2. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have investigated the triple connected domination number in the bipolar graphs which give new ideas in this field. 
Also neighbourhood domination numbers of a bipolar fuzzy graph have been discussed. Further these results can be extended to the 
fields of vague graphs and intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. 
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